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“The instruments of darkness tell us truths”

Macbeth, Act I scene 3

The nature of dark energy — that enigmatic aspect of spacetime that

apparently comprises over two-thirds of the total content of the Uni-

verse — is still elusive, more than 20 years after its discovery.1,2 There

has been outstanding progress in astronomy over these two decades,

in particular in the development of observatories that will be able

to image broader swaths of our Universe at unprecendented depths

(such as the newly launched JamesWebb Space Telescope [JWST]; and

the also-soon-to-be-operational Vera C. Rubin Observatory in Chile —

which will perform a full-southern-sky survey this decade that will be

known as the “Legacy Survey of Space and Time” [LSST]).3,4 However,

the equally important problem of the precision of measurements of the

brightness of astronomical objects, i.e. the uncertainties on astronom-
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ical magnitudes, remains a limiting factor on measurements of dark

energy, and of the accelerating expansion of the Universe. In partic-

ular, the uncertainties on the magnitudes of “supernovae of type Ia”

(abbreviated as “SNe Ia”) — that is, supernovae that are caused by

the collapse of a white dwarf star — are presently the primary limi-

tation on measurements of the nature of dark energy.5-7 While mul-

tiple new observatory surveys this decade such as LSST, and those

to be performed by JWST, will vastly increase the number of SNe Ia

that are observed and measured, the precision of the measurements

of SNe Ia magnitudes (and, in particular, the precision on measure-

ments of ratios of SNe Iamagnitudesmeasured in visible bands vs.mag-

nitudes of the same SNe Ia when measured in near-infrared bands8)

will remain as the main limitation on measurements of dark energy, in

the absence of additional novel technology for the calibration of astro-

nomical magnitudes as a function of color, at unprecedented levels of

precision.9
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F IGURE 1 A pseudocolor image of a laser guide star (LGS) beacon
located near theWilliamHerschel Telescope on La Palma, Spain, taken
using a small portable telescope placed 3m from the laser launch site,
is shown.10

In visible light, a laser photometric ratio star (LPRS) would be expected
to appear fairly similar to this image.
However, an LPRS itself (analogous to the roughly circular spot —
above the long tail of Rayleigh-scattered light below it) would
additionally emit a precisely equal amount of near-infrared light (at an
820 nmwavelength), as 589 nm light (the wavelength shown in this
image).

Two critical related technologies, those of laser guide stars (LGS)

that are already used in astronomy (e.g., an image of an LGS at the

William Herschel Telescope on La Palma is shown in Figure 1 ), and

modifications of existing LGS in order to utilize additional properties of

sodium atoms in the Earth’s upper atmosphere, will be key to solving

this persistent problem of “spectrophotometric precision” in astron-

omy, and to improve our understanding of dark energy. LGS have been

used since the 1990s to solve an entirely separate problem in astron-

omy: the distortion of the shapes of images of astronomical sources

due to turbulence in the Earth’s atmosphere.11-13 Sodium LGSwork by

using a ground-based laser, at a wavelength of approximately 589 nm,

to excite the D2 resonance of sodium atoms in the mesosphere. Neu-

tral sodiumatomsare aminor component of Earth’s upper atmosphere,

which are predominantly located in the upper mesosphere between

about 80 and 105 km above sea level.14,15 These sodium atoms origi-

nate primarily from the ablation ofmeteors.16 Although atomic sodium

is, overall, a minor component of our atmosphere, its large optical

cross-section makes it the most favorable atmospheric component for

optical excitation.17–19

In general, LGS do not help at all with the problem of precisely mea-

suring themagnitudes of astronomical sources.Moreover, the problem

of precisely measuring magnitudes — unlike the problem of eliminating

atmospheric distortion — is unfortunately not “simply solved” by

moving one’s telescope above the Earth’s atmosphere into space.20–22

However, by exciting certain alternative resonances (i.e., instead of

the D2 resonance) of the upper-atmospheric sodium atoms, one can

create a mandatory “cascade” of sodium de-excitations, that will then

create a two-color artificial star with a precisely 1:1 ratio of yellow

(589 nm) to near-infrared (820 nm) photons that are produced in the

upper atmosphere. Since the precision of that 1:1 photon production

ratio will be known to better than a part in 104 (i.e., better than 0.01%),

such a “laser photometric ratio star” (LPRS) would allow the calibration

of astronomical magnitudes measured at wavelengths of 589 nm,

versus astronomical magnitudes measured at wavelengths of 820 nm,

to be performed at up to 100-fold better precision than the present

approximately 1% uncertainties on such measured SNe Ia magni-

tude ratios.23,24 Such an LPRS would, thus, allow for unprecedented

precision on futuremeasurements of dark energy.

Figure 2 shows two different approaches that can be used to cre-

ate such an LPRS (located at an observatory, for example the Rubin

Observatory in Chile). In the single-laser approach, a powerful near-

UV laser tuned near 343 nm to excite the 3D3/2 sodium statewould be

aimed at the sky above an observatory, and would create a cascade of

819/820 nmphotons produced in a 1:1 ratiowith 589/590 nmphotons

in the upper atmosphere. And, in the alternative, dual-laser approach,

two coaligned lasers, one near 589 nm and a second near 820 nm,

would work together to excite the 3 D5/2 sodium state, which would

then de-excite in a cascade of 820 nm photons produced in a 1:1 ratio

with 589 nm photons in the upper atmosphere. Although the single-

laser approach is slightly simpler in concept, the dual-laser approach

would be both simpler to construct in practice, and would also provide

a far brighter LPRS that would result in greater improvement on mea-

surements of dark energy than would the single-laser approach. The

dual-laser approach requires two lasers instead of one; however, the

relatively larger cross-section of the resonances involved in the dual-

laser approach means that one can produce a dual-laser LPRS that is

over 1000 × brighter than that from the single-laser approach, while

using lasers that require only about 5% of the optical output power of

the laser that would be required if using the single-laser approach.23,24

An LPRS would precisely calibrate results from a ground-based

observatory, and thus would not directly calibrate space observatories

such as JWST; however, by using an LPRS at its ground-based observa-

tory to precisely calibrate a set of stable white dwarf stars, one could

then use that set of white dwarf stars to (indirectly, but still precisely)

calibrate JWSTandother space telescopes—aswell as other, separate,

ground-based observatories.20,21

In the dual-laser LPRS approach, the repeated pulses from the two

lasers would be timed such that the STIRAP (STImulated Raman Adia-

batic Passage)25 technique for the excitation of the upper-atmospheric

sodium atoms would be implemented. STIRAP is a multi-laser tech-

nique that has been commonly used within physical chemistry labora-

tories around the world since the early 1990s;26,27 however, the STI-

RAP technique has not yet been utilized in the open atmosphere. An

implementation of a two-laser LPRSmay thus mark the first utilization

and observation of “STIRAP in the sky” — in addition to the usage of

an LPRS for calibration in cosmology and for the understanding of dark

energy, as well as for atmospheric physics and chemistry.

Dark energy is, at present, consistent with being the “cosmologi-

cal constant” from Einstein’s equations of general relativity; and it has

been reasonably consistent with being a cosmological constant ever

since its initial discovery.1,2,5-7 However, among other problems,28 this

value of a cosmological constant is both unexplained, and unexpected,
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F IGURE 2 The two approaches for generating an LPRS, and their respective expected impacts onmeasurements of dark energy cosmological
parameters, are shown in this figure. The diagrams at top left and top right show atomic levels (not to scale) for neutral sodium atoms (Na I) within
the Earth’s upper atmosphere, starting from their ground state (3 S1/2); and showing the atomic states reached via excitation by light from one, or
from two, ground-based lasers. In both of the atomic-level diagrams, the allowed and the laser-excited atomic states are shown as solid black lines;
the “forbidden” 343 nm electric quadrupole de-excitation in the upper left diagram is shown as a gray solid downward-pointing arrow; while
“ghost” levels, that are entirely inaccessible from any of the laser-excited states, are shown as dash-dotted lines and in shadowed gray text. (The “5”
in the 3D5/2 state is red to distinguish that atomic state from the [slightly higher energy] 3 D3/2 state; and the “detuning parameter” " is
approximately 3.9 GHz.) The dotted black horizontal line in the upper right diagram represents the off-resonant energy corresponding to the
frequency of the first (i.e., the yellow-orange) laser in the dual-laser approach. As is shown in these upper two diagrams, both of these LPRS
approaches result in “fully-mandated cascades” from the 820 nm (or 819 nm) de-excitation to the 589 nm (or 590 nm) de-excitation, resulting in a
mandated 1:1 ratio between those produced photons.
Using calibrations provided by these approaches, the lower two plots show the expected constraints on the cosmological dark energy equation of
state parametersw0 andwa , obtained using simulated catalogs of type Ia supernovae corresponding to the expected first three years of
observation at the Vera C. Rubin Observatory. In either approach for generating an LPRS, the LPRS results in large expected improvements on the
dark energy cosmological parametersw0 andwa, with the greater of the two expected improvements being from the dual-laser LPRS approach.23

by the effective quantum field theory that is the StandardModel of par-

ticle physics.29,30 Also, its relation, if any, to the vastly larger cosmo-

logical constant-like expansion that appears to have occurred within

the first 10–33 s after the Big Bang, known as “cosmological inflation,”

remains unexplained.31 So, is dark energy a cosmological constant, or

not. . . ? It may take some human-generated light — precise artificial

stars — in order to determine the true nature of our Universe’s dark

side.
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